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ABSTRAK 
Tulisan ini menjelaskan tentang hasil sementara dari penelitian yang bertujuan untuk mengembangkan teknik 
pengelompokan dokumen berbasis sequential patterns. Sequential patterns digunakan sebagai representasi teks. Teknik 
pengelompokan dokumen ini dikembangkan berbasis hasil penelitian Li dan Chung yang mengusulkan algoritma CFWS 
untuk mengelompokkan dokumen berbasis frequent word sequences. Pada penelitian ini, dokumen direpresentasikan 
dengan dua pola berbeda, yaitu setiap dokumen direpresentasikan apakah sebagai sebuah himpunan sequential patterns 
atau sebagai banyak himpunan sequential patterns. Sejauh ini, penelitian sudah menghasilkan sebuah rancangan. 
Selanjutnya, penelitian mendatang akan melakukan implementasi dan pengujian performansi sehingga mendapatkan 
kesimpulan tentang pola terbaik untuk digunakan pada pengelompokan dokumen berbasis sequential patterns. 
Kata kunci: Data Mining, Document Clustering, Sequential Pattern.  
 
1. Introduction 
Document clustering is an automatic grouping of text documents into clusters so that documents within a cluster have 
high similarity in comparison to one another, but are dissimilar to documents in other clusters[4]. Document clustering has 
become an increasingly important technique for unsupervised document organization, automatic topic extraction, and fast 
information retrieval or filtering [10]. Clustering is one of several methods used in data mining, and it is categorized as 
unsupervised learning. Although many clustering algorithms have been proposed in the literature, most of them do not 
satisfy the special requirements for clustering documents as follows: high dimensionality, scalability, accuracy, easy to 
browse with meaningful cluster description, and prior domain knowledge. 
 
Until the mid-nineties, hierarchical agglomerative clustering using a suitable similarity measure such as cosine, Dice or 
Jaccard, formed the dominant paradigm for clustering documents[3,7]. The increasing interest in processing larger 
collections of documents has led to a new emphasis on designing more efficient and effective techniques. 
 
The goal of this research is to develop a more efficient and effective technique for document clustering. But we want to 
emphasise the importance of order in text and  use sequential patterns as text representation because the accurate meaning 
of a sentence has a close relationship with the sequential relationship between words in the document. 
 
One of the most promising document clustering approach based on word sequences is suggested by Li and Chung[6]. It is 
interesting because it accomodates all the special requirements needed for document clustering, as mentioned above. The 
problem with this approach is that it treats text document only as a sequence of words. Jaillet, Laurent, Teisseire, and 
Chauche[5] have shown that by representing text as a set of sequential patterns for text categorization, it has a better 
performance and provides a better result. Sequential pattern representation provides users with comprehensive and 
reusable rules about their data which supports easier prediction analysis. 
 
Therefore, the problem we want to solve in this research is to extend the approach of Li and Chung[6] using the sequential 
patterns representation of Jaillet, Laurent, Teisseire, and Chauche[5] and develop a better document clustering technique 
based on them. We have not yet finished the implementation and experiment work, therefore, in this paper, we only 
propose the design of document clustering based on sequential patterns. 
 
2. Document Clustering and Sequential Pattern 
This part describes document clustering and sequential pattern in more detail including the work of Li and Chung[6] and 
Jaillet, Laurent, Teisseire, and Chauche[5] which are used as the basis of our work. 
 
2.1. What is Document Clustering? 
Document clustering is an automatic grouping of text documents into clusters so that documents within a cluster have 
high similarity in comparison to one another, but are dissimilar to documents in other clusters[14]. Document clustering 
has become an increasingly important technique for unsupervised document organization, automatic topic extraction, and 
fast information retrieval or filtering. For example, a web search engine often returns thousands of pages in response to a 
broad query, making it difficult for users to browse or to identify relevant information. Clustering methods can be used to 
automatically group the retrieved documents into a list of meaningful categories, as is achieved by search engines such as 
Northern Light and Vivisimo. Similarly, a large database of documents can be pre-clustered to facilitate query processing 
by searching only the cluster that is closest to the query[10]. 
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Most document clustering methods perform several preprocessing steps including stop words removal and stemming on 
the document set[4]. Each document is represented by a vector of frequencies of remaining terms within the document. 
Some document clustering algorithms employ an extra preprocessing step that divides the actual term frequency by the 
overall frequency of the term in the entire document set. The idea is that if a term is too common accross different 
documents, it has little discriminating power[8]. 
 
Although many clustering algorithms have been proposed in the literature, most of them do not satisfy the special 
requirements for clustering documents as follows[4]: 

• high dimensionality: the number of relevant terms in a document set is typically in the order of thousands to 
tens of thousands. Each of these terms constitutes a dimension in a document vector. Natural clusters usually do 
not exist in the full dimensional space, but in the subspace formed by a set of correlated dimensions. Locating 
clusters in subspaces can be challenging. 

• scalability: real world data sets may contain hundreds of thousands of documents. Many clustering algorithms 
work fine on small data sets, but fail to handle large data sets efficiently. 

• accuracy: a good clustering solution should have high intra-cluster similarity and low inter-cluster similarity. 
An external evaluation method, the F-measure, is commonly used for examining the accuracy of a clustering 
algorithm. 

• easy to browse with meaningful cluster description: the resulting topic hierarchy should provide a sensible 
structure, together with meaningful cluster descriptions, to support interactive browsing. 

• prior domain knowledge: many clustering algorithms require the user to specify some input parameters, e.g., 
the number of clusters. However, the user often does not have such prior domain knowledge. Clustering 
accuracy may degrade drastically if an algorithm is too sensitive to these input parameters. 

 
Until the mid-nineties, hierarchical agglomerative clustering using a suitable similarity measure such as cosine, Dice or 
Jaccard, formed the dominant paradigm for clustering documents[3,7]. The increasing interest in processing larger 
collections of documents has led to a new emphasis on designing more efficient and effective techniques, leading to an 
explosion of diverse approaches to the document clustering problem, including the (multilevel) self-organizing map, 
mixture of Gaussians, spherical k-means, bi-secting k-means, mixture of multinomials, multi-level graph partitioning, co-
clustering using bipartite spectral graph partitioning, frequent itemset-based hierarchical clustering, and frequent word 
sequences clustering. 
 
2.2. Document clustering based on frequent word sequences[6] 
Li and Chung[6] suggest the following requirements for document clustering: 

• The document model better preserves the sequential relationship between words in the document since the 
accurate meaning of a sentence has close relationship with it. 

• Associating a meaningful label to each final cluster is essential. 
• Overlapping between document clusters should be allowed because a document can cover several topics. 
• The high dimensionality of text documents should be reduced. 
• The algorithm should find the number of clusters by itself. 

 
Based on the above special requirement, they propose a new document clustering algorithm named CFWS. The key 
features of the CFWS algorithm are: it treats text document as a sequence of words, instead of a bag of words, and 
whether documents share frequent word sequences or not is used as the measurement of their closeness.  
 
Li and Chung[6] define word sequences as an ordered sequence of two or more words; similar as Ahonen-Myka[2]. A 
word sequence S is represented as <w1, w2, ...>. A frequent word sequence is denoted by FS. For example, FS = < w1, w2, 
w3, w4 >, in which w2 is not necessarily following w1 immediately in a text document. There could be words between 
them as long as w2 is after w1 and the words between them are not frequent. A text document d supports this word 
sequence if these four words (w1, w2, w3, w4) appear in d in the specified order. A word sequence S is an FS when there 
are at least a certain user-specified number of documents supporting S. Multiple occurrences of a sequence in the same 
document is counted as one. 
 
Finding the frequent word sequences has two steps: finding frequent 2-word sets first, then finding frequent word 
sequences of all lengths by using the generalized suffixs tree (GST) data structure. GST is an analogy to the suffix tree 
used by Zamir and Etzioni[9], but it has a rather different content on its node. A cluster candidate is a set of text 
documents supporting the same frequent word sequence. In the GST, only the nodes representing frequent word 
sequences can produce the cluster candidates. Instead of using a distance function to measure the closeness between two 
cluster candidates, they use the k-mismatch concept of sequential patterns. After merging clusters candidates into clusters 
using the k-mismatch principle, the algorithm collects those documents that are not in any cluster because they do not 
contain any frequent word and put them in the same cluster which could be defined as “other issues”. The CFWS 
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algorithm provides overlapped clusters and self-explanatory labels of the clusters, and has shown that it has much better 
clustering performance than Bisecting K-Means and Frequent Itemset-based Hierarchical Clustering. 
 
2.3. Sequential Pattern as text representation[5] 
In 1996, Agrawal and Srikant introduced the problem of mining sequential patterns over large databases of customer 
transactions, where each transaction consists of customer-id, transaction time, and the items bought in the transaction [1]. 
At first, they propose three algorithms to solve this problem, and afterwards several researchers have suggest 
modifications on them. 
 
Let DB be a set of customer transactions where each transaction T consists of customer-id, transaction time, and a set of 
items involved in the transaction. Let I = {i1, i2, …, im} be a set of literals called items. An itemset is a non-empty set of 
items. A sequence s is a set of itemsets ordered according to their timestamp. It is denoted by < s1 s2 …sn > where sj, j ∈ 
1..n, is an itemset. An n-sequence is a sequence of n items (or of length n). For example, let us consider a given customer 
who purchased items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, according to the following sequence: s = <(1) (2, 3) (4) (5)>. This means that apart 
from 2 and 3 that were purchased together, i.e. during the same transaction, items in the sequence were bought 
separately. s is a 5-sequence. 
 
A sequence < s1, s2, …, sp > is a sub-sequence of another sequence < s1

' s2
'…sm

'
 > if there are integers i1 < i2 < …ij…< in 

such that s1 ⊆ si1
', s2

 ⊆ si2
', …, sp ⊆ sin

' . For example, the sequence s' = <(2) (5)> is a sub-sequence of s because (2) ⊆ (2,3) 
and (5) ⊆ (5). However <(2) (3)> is not a sub-sequence of s since the items were not bought during the same transaction. 
 
All transactions from the same customer are grouped together and sorted in increasing order. They are called a data 
sequence. A support value (supp(s)) for a sequence gives its number of actual occurrences in DB. Nevertheles, a 
sequence in a data sequence is taken into account only once to compute the support, even if several occurrences are 
discovered. In other words, the support of a sequence is defined as the fraction of total distinct data sequences that 
contain s. In order to decide whether a sequence is frequent or not, a minimum support value (minSupp) is specified by 
the user. A sequence s is said to be frequent if the condition supp(s) ≥ minSupp holds. A sequence p is a maximal 
frequent sequence in s if there does not exist any sequence p’ in s such that p is a subsequence of p’ and p’ is frequent in 
s[2]. 
 
Given a database of customer transactions, the problem of sequential pattern mining is to find all sequences whose 
support is greater than a specified threshold (minimum support). 
 
To be used as text representation, sequential patterns are collected from documents with these principle in mind: 

• Each text is considered as being the equivalent of a customer. 
• The text consists of a set of sentences, and each sentence is associated with its position in the text. Therefore, 

each sentence is a set of words equivalent to items/transaction, and sentence position equivalent to date. 
 
This representation is coupled with a stemming step and a stop-list. The stemming step involves replacing each word by 
its root word; Porter stemmer is the most used. The stop-list prevents the system from learning from noisy words such as 
“the” and “a” in English, or “atau” and “dan” in Indonesian language. 
 
3. Research Methodology 
The research is done in 3 stages as follows: 

1. Studying in more detail and comprehensive, and also reviewing, the following topics: document clustering, 
sequential-pattern mining and clustering. 

2. Designing and implementing the algorithm for document clustering based on sequential patterns. There are three 
different text representations to be implemented: 
• Each document is represented as a set of frequent word sequences as in Li and Chung[6]; for example: 

D = {< w1, w2 >, < w3, w4, w5 >, < w6, w7 >} 
• Each document is represented as sets of sequential patterns, where the member of each set is sorted by 

sentence order; for example: 
D = { {< w1, w2 >, < w3, w4, w5 >}, {< w6, w7 >}} 

• Each document is represented as a set of sequential patterns, where the member of each set is sorted by 
sentence order and the words in each sequential pattern are unordered; for example: 

D = {< w1>,  <w2 >, < w5, w3, w4 >, < w7, w6 >} 
3. Testing, comparing, and analysing the performance of the three different text representations used on the 

document clustering algorithm. 
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4. Research Results 
Our research is now in the second stage and its result is the design of the document clustering based on sequential 
patterns. Therefore, here, we only describe the design as in Figure 1. 
 
 
                           documents                                        set  (s) of SPs                                             clusters 
 
 
 

Figure 1. The Design of Document Clustering based on Sequential Patterns 
 
The document clustering algorithm works in 2 steps as follows: 

1. Finding sequential patterns 
The steps done are as follows: 

• Remove stop-list 
• Do stemming using Porter Stemmer 
• Find all maximal frequent sequences of 2-word sets that satisfy the minimum support. All the words 

found from this step are put into a set, and then remove all the words in the documents that are not in 
this set - resulting with compact documents. Each compact document is inserted into a GST, one by 
one. 

• Find all maximal frequent sequences of all lengths by traversing GST using depth-first search. By 
checking the support count, the length of the word sequence associated with each node, and the 
subsequences, it can get the information of all the maximal frequent word sequences in the compact 
document. As the number of unique words and the size of the compact documents are much smaller 
than those of the original documents, the algorithm is clearly working efficiently. 

2. Collecting and combining cluster candidates 
The steps done are as follows: 

• Collect cluster candidates. In the GST, only the nodes representing maximal frequent sequences can 
produce the cluster candidates. 

• Merge the related cluster candidates using the k-mismatch principle on the maximal frequent word 
sequences of the cluster candidates. After merging several cluster candidates into clusters, it may find 
some clusters have too much overlapping between their document id sets. If the overlapping value is 
larger than the specified overlapping threshold value δ [0,1], these two clusters are combined into one 
cluster. If δ=0 then these two clusters are disjoint, and if δ=1 then these two clusters have the same set 
of documents, which does not mean these two clusters are identical because this set of documents may 
cover two different topics. 

• Collect documents that are not in any cluster and put them in one cluster. 
• Output all the clusters with its sequential patterns as cluster description. 

 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 
In this paper, we proposed a new design of document clustering based on sequential patterns. This design is developed 
based on: 

• Document clustering based on frequent word sequences[6] 
• Text representation using sequential patterns[5] 

Therefore, the document clustering is working based on the CFWS algorithm but with different text representation which 
is sequential patterns instead of frequent word sequences. 
 
Unlike the traditional vector space model and frequent word sequences, the design utilizes sequential patterns to reduce 
the high dimensionality of the documents and to measure the closeness between documents. Moreover, the document 
clustering algorithm provides overlapped clusters and self-explanatory labels of the clusters. 
 
We will continue our research with the next steps in the research methodology, and hope to have experiment results 
supporting our hypotheses that our algorithm is better than CFWS algorithm. But still, we want to know which text 
representation is better: text as a set of sequential patterns, or text as sets of sequential patterns. 
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